
DVMISSION IMPOSSIBLE – be spies like us!
Enter an immersive world of spies and double agents - who is watching 
and who are they watching? 

DVMISSION is a 48-hour film competition 
based on the south coast of the UK that 
has for the last 17 years been challenging 
filmmakers to get creative and join a local 
community of creative media makers.

We give challengers a line of dialogue, a title 
and a genre and they make a 2-minute film in 
48 hours.

We then get our judges to award the coveted 
Pompey Oscars for 14 categories of prizes.

The 2021 Challenge Obstructions were:

Genre: Cold War Spy Movie

Title: Deception Point

Dialogue: “Do you know what love is? I’ll tell 
you: it is whatever you can still betray.”

Extra Obstruction*: an eastern European 
location

*The extra obstruction is for previous winners.

For this year’s DVMISSION Impossible event 
you will be meeting agents who will guide you 

to your place at the spy’s table. Feast your 
eyes on competing short films, decipher the 
hidden messages and decide who are the 
winning team of spymasters.

Join us with your own spy identity and enjoy 
another impossible and improbable mission. 
Expect cold war tension, seat clenching ac-
tion and the company of fellow spies and 
double agents. 

Who will be this year’s winners of the 
much-coveted Pompey Oscars? 

We asked challengers to share their behind-
the-scenes stories with us to be eligible for 
the SOCIAL MEDIA AWARD us the hashtag 
#DVMISSION21

Our Social Wall, where you can see all their 
posts can be seen here: https://my.walls.io/
q3ipw

You can follow our social media or visit the 
website for the latest updates.
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This Years Challengers are (in order of appearance):

Another 48 Hours
Russia continues to influence world affairs, once again 
Salisbury is the backdrop. Will they succeed, or will Salis-
bury survive another attack?

Prop Box Youth Theatre
One year after Professor Yes' hip hop-obsessed robots 
wreaked havoc on a group of innocent kids in the woods, 
the Frankenbots have gone rogue beginning a new Cold 
War and forcing the world to confide in their homes. 

Continuity Error UK
No synopsis provided.

Inglorious Auteurs
Non-professional, one film a year chancers!

Red Book Productions
Shitech Industries: Cold War Spy tech for your home

Truth at 88mph 2021
No synopsis provided.
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Trash Arts
Two opposing agents sit down for one final quip off on a 
lonely night in Eastern Europe.

Worcester Massive
No synopsis provided.

Wholesome Discontent
A man's inner turmoil runs wild as he decides whether 
should he push the button...

Bandcamp Productions
At the height of the cold war, deception and mistrust 
permeated even the most tranquil of places, the family 
kitchen. Tash and Tray were no exception. Even at home, 
not everything was as it seemed as lovers had to choose 
between two competing enemies.

What Are the Hours?
A pair of Russian spies meet on a bench to make the 
transfer of a stolen file but are interupted by a busy body 
American keen to make new friends.

Stop Mo Studios
How easy is it to outwit the East German Stasi? Peter 
soon finds out.
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Surfin' Ninjas
A double agent is crushed, literally, by the enemy. Years 
later his twin brother gets revenge.

Jim Bob
Two American spies were sent to investigate Russian ac-
tivities after rumours of their plans of invading. But things 
took a turn for the worse

Life's a Pitch
Agent Kay documents an incident with a fugitive dou-
ble-agent who so happened to be her lover and coworker.

A Step Too Far
Inspired by true events. The Bulgarian playwright and the 
perfect murder.

Aesthetical Co
No synopsis provided.

MMI Productions/Arthur Vansteenkiste
During war it can get difficult to see the lines. Which team 
are you on? Do you choose your own benefit above that 
of the group? This one-man movie features lies and spies 
in a short compact storyline.
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Emu and Co
A spy betrays another a chase around Europe ensues to 
reclaim Nuclear Codes. Set in the groovy sixties.

Final Year Productions
No logline provided

JAF
No logline provided

Marvel Kids
Viktor is attempting to defect from the USSR at the height 
of the Cold War and has arranged to meet a contact. How-
ever, things turn sour when his plan is discovered by the 
KGB.

Sleepy Bandits
Two hapless British spies hiding in Soviet Russia devise a 
plan to exterminate ruthless killer: Sergei Kalashnikov.

Portsmouth Scrubs
A spy has completed his mission of killing the politician 
"Viktor" but now faces the task to somehow escape the 
room with a guard outside.
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Gothic Arthouse
No logline provided

The Newbies 
When a secret agent receives a mission that might affect 
his personal life, he needs to choose between completing 
the mission or double-crossing his superior.
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